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AMBASSADOR LINE

We believe that there is no one better than our 21 Ambassadors around the world 
to support, advise, develop and test clever products that are beneficial for climbers’ 
lives. Each product has a little something extra that can only be created by the  
extensive knowledge and passion of arborists. Thank you to our Ambassadors for 
their unconditional commitment. Whether you live, like our Ambassadors do, in Asia, 
Europe, North or South America or even in Oceania, this range will help you to  
GET READY TO CLIMB.

 AMBASSADOR LINE  
GET READY  
 TO CLIMB. 
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AMBASSADOR LINE

 AMBASSADOR LINE  
GET READY  
 TO CLIMB. 

The new Ambassador line of TEUFELBERGER 
gets me ready to climb. With the clothes and 
the tools, I have everything I need for a  
successful day 

 
Eva-Maria Mauz 
TEUFELBERGER Ambassador
Germany
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AMBASSADOR LINE

 WE FOCUS ON  
 YOUR EVERYDAY 
NEEDS WORK.  
COMPETE. ENJOY 

Whatever you are doing - recreational climbing, standard daily work or 
competing - you should enjoy every minute of it!

Therefore we have developed a range of products where every single one 
makes your tree climbing life easier. We are doing this without sacrificing the 
legendary quality of Teufelberger products.
All you have to do is work, compete and enjoy! We'll take care of the rest.

I am proud of the relationship 
we have established with our 

Ambassadors, this range of 
products is a perfect reflection 

of this incredible collabora-
tion. I hope that every climb-
er around the world will enjoy 

every minute while using one of 
our Ambassador Line products. 

 
Ludovic Rambert 

Business Unit Manager Treecare
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AMBASSADOR LINE

It took time, passion, a lot of ideas and a lot of 
communication with the other Ambassadors 
and Teufelberger to finally see the result! And 
apparently this is only the beginning!

 
Marcin Anczakowski,  
TEUFELBERGER Ambassador 
Poland

The ambassador line is designed 
by real tree climbers for real tree 

climbers. The attention to detail is 
second to none and they are really 

optimised for a life in the trees.

 
Joe Stockton, 

TEUFELBERGER Ambassador 
Sweden
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AMBASSADOR LINE // AMBASSADORS

 TEUFELBERGER 
AMBASSADORS
Passion for trees has no borders!

We at TEUFELBERGER believe in people who follow their passion and live their dreams, because 
we are the same. We love what we do and want to share our knowledge with you to make being 
an arborist easier and safer. That’s why we started the TEUFELBERGER Ambassador program to 
support this goal. A team of established arborists and newcomers from all over the world unites 
under the TEUFELBERGER brand. They represent TEUFELBERGER at tree climbing competitions, 
share their expertise with the community and spread their passion – because passion for trees 
has no borders.

Tanguy Bonniord
 France

Arthur Grimault
 France

Marcin Anczakowski
 Poland

Lisandro Barrera
 Argentina

Sydney Brasil
 Brazil

Mohd Noramizul Haji Serbini
 Brunei

Koh Tze Chuan @ Dale
 Brunei

Marilou Dussault
 Canada

Kevin Humphries
 USA

Yu Yanling
 China

Aloysius Chong
 Singapore

Jo Stockton
 Sweden

Beau Nagan
 USA

Brick Reilly
 USA

Douglas Ralph
 USA

Jacqueline Fink
 USA

Josephine Hedger
 United Kingdom

Detmar Wagner
 Mexico

Eva-Maria Mauz
 Germany

Keith Stoner
 USA

Georg Sudi
 Austria

Cormac Nagan
 USA
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AMBASSADOR LINE // AMBASSADORS

✔ Animate workshops to promote good  
 practices and safety.
✔ Support and provide technical assistance to  
 our distributors and representatives.
✔ Bring their expertise to Teufelberger during the  
 development or the validation of new products.
✔ Promote all professions related to trees.  
 (Arboriculture, treeclimbing, recreative treeclimbing, …)

✔ Share their knowledge of Teufelberger products  
 and their optimal use.
✔ Represent Teufelberger during competitions  
 (regional, national or international).
✔ Create marketing content in their native language  
 to reach the widest possible audience.

WHAT ARE THEIR MISSIONS AND DUTIES?
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AMBASSADOR LINE // OVERVIEW

LINKED TO YOUR 
LIFE ORIGINAL. 
PERSONAL. 
 SMOOTH. 
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AMBASSADOR LINE // OVERVIEW

Lifestyle 
Way up light pants, Fresh swell long shirt,  

Arctic fleece, Cutlery set, tSPIRIT, tBOTTLE

12

26 Bags
Lazy mule, Mighty mule, Gear mule,  

Bucket mule, Shoulder straps, Waist belt

20 Smart tools 
K1 Keeper, miniME, Rope Tarp 



HOOK FOR BOOT  
ATTACHMENT

ROBUST CORDURA  
MATERIAL

ABRASION RESISTANT  
REINFORCEMENT

ADJUSTABLE  
FOOT WIDTH

BREATHABLE FABRIC  
CONSTRUCTION

ANTI-SLIP  
WAISTBAND
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AMBASSADOR LINE // LIFESTYLE

More than just trousers, a real second skin that will accompany you throughout your day,  
whatever you are doing - recreational climbing, standard daily work or competing. The hundreds 
of micro-perforations in the fabric provide exceptional breath-ability and will guarantee you 
moments of freshness even during the hottest days. Lightweight does not mean fragile, the 
choice of a Cordura/Spandex fabric guarantees a very high abrasion and tear resistance, which 
is reinforced at the calf and lower leg by the use of a Kevlar/Nylon/Spandex mixed fabric. With 
a lot attention to detail we have also attached a lot of important features, such as the hook 
to hold the bottom of the trousers properly to your shoe. Or the system to adjust the width 
of the trousers at the ankle, or even the presence of a silicone print on the inside of the belt to  
prevent the trousers from slipping. The Way Up light pants have everything to become your  
favorite climbing pants!

Hook for  
shoe attachement

Breathable fabric construction 

Adjustable foot width

 WAY UP LIGHT 
PANTS DURABLE.   
COMFORTABLE. 
BREATHABLE.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
black Cordura - Spandex S, M, L, XL 275 g/m²
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AMBASSADOR LINE // LIFESTYLE

Breathable armpit

The robust and versatile Artic Fleece consists of 300g/m² fleece made of 100% ambossed 
polyester. It combines good thermal performance with low weight but is quickly drying. The 
mix of comfort and functionality is very well rounded off by practical details such as the thumb 
hole, the high collar, a longer lumbar spine length or a breathable net over the armpits. The 
breast pocket with zipper offers space for your cell phone or some sweets. The Artic Fleece 
is super-cozy without being bulky. It keeps you warm during all activities….You’ll never leave 
home without it.

 ARCTIC FLEECE   
BREATHABLE.  
 WARM. COZY.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
grey Polyester S, M, L, XL 300 g/m²

Whole for thumb

Breast pocket  
for your smartphone



HIGH  
COLLAR

THUMB  
HOLE

300g/m2 FLEECE MADE 
OF 100% POLYESTER

LONGER LUMBAR 
SPINE LENGTH

BREATHABLE 
NET

BREAST 
POCKET
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AMBASSADOR LINE // LIFESTYLE

The fresh swell long shirt is a light, long-sleeved functional shirt for demanding climbers. The 
combination of 50% coolmax and 50% coolpass technology fibers wicks away moisture and 
stores body heat for longer-lasting physical activity. If you are looking for a shirt that gives you 
an extra portion of energy while working, training or even competing, the fresh swell long shirt 
is the right choice.

High collar

Breast pocket  
for your smartphone

Absorbing 96% UV

FRESH SWELL 
LONG SHIRT    
 SOFT. LIGHT. 
BREATHABLE.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
grey Coolmax - Coolpass S, M, L, XL



50% COOLMAX  
AND 50% COOLPASS  

TECHNOLOGY FIBERS

ABSORBING 
96% UV 

BREAST 
POCKET

HIGH   
COLLAR
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AMBASSADOR LINE // LIFESTYLE

The tBOTTLE supports you on your way. Whether you're climbing trees, competing or heading 
out on a winter adventure. The thermal bottle keeps your drinks up to 30h cold and 10h warm. 
With a sleek design and an environmentally friendly approach, nothing stands in your way 
with the tBOTTLE!

 tBOTTLE 
HOT. COLD.  
HYDRATING.

tBOTTLE
Keeps your drinks up to 30h cold  
and 10h warm (vacuum insulated and 
double walled).
 

COLOR MATERIAL CAPACITY WEIGHT
black Aluminium/  

Stainless Steel 304
600 ml 295 g
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AMBASSADOR LINE // LIFESTYLE

Enjoy your meal wherever you are with the cutlery set. Reusable and always with you 
in a small pocket. Spoon, Fork, Knife, Chopstick and Straw all made of stainless steel.
You will never be caught off guard whether you are on a worksite, travelling or competing.

CUTLERY SET
HELPFUL. ECO. 

SMART.

CUTLERY
handy and reusable,  

good for you and the environment.

COLOR MATERIAL
silver stainless steel
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS

 tSPIRIT 
ORGANIC. FAIR. 
 TRENDY.

TSPIRIT
Wear fair in a stylish way
 

No matter what the day offers you, the tSPIRIT is the perfect basic layer to start the day. With 
great attention to detail, the tSPIRIT shows how diverse it is to work in the trees. With the 
trendy design, it makes the t-shirt your everyday shirt with whom you are never underdressed 
or overdressed. The T-shirt was produced under fair working conditions, carries the certificate 
of GOTS & OEKO-TEX and is made of certified organic cotton.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
dark heather grey 100% organic cotton XS, S, M, L, XL 200 g, 180 g/m2
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS

The extra lightweight hammock ready for the canopy!

Compact: Lightweight and convenient, our tree hammock weighs only 800gr / 28oz and folds to 
the size of an eggplant. tNAP measures at 270 x 140cm / 8x4.5ft and holds up to 150kg / 325lbs.
Easy Setup: Equipped with two 3m / 10ft long tree straps and carabiners, our tree hammock 
makes setting up a breeze. It also features 10 +1 separate loops, so you can adjust it to the per-
fect height.
Premium Quality: Built to last, our heavy-duty hammocks for tree climbers is crafted with soft 
yet strong parachute 210T Nylon taffeta and triple interlocking stitching. Our tNAP is machine 
washable.

tNAP  
RELAXING. 

STRONG. READY.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
blue/grey 210T Nylon taffeta 270 x 140 cm / 8x4 ft 800g / 28 oz
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS

K1 KEEPER 
USEFUL. NEAT.  
EFFECTIVE.
The reimagined K1 Keeper allows you to move efficiently and cleanly throughout the trees. 
Its innovative design neatly stows your lanyard in one easy pull and effectively reduces the 
amount of time spent organising excess line. Don’t let the plastic fool you – it’s made of indus-
trial grade Nylon 6 (an aluminum alloy alternative) and has aluminum components that make 
it one sturdy piece of gear. To make it easier for you on the ground and in the tree, it has been 
redesigned to require no tools for installation – an upgrade that we are sure you will love! Its 
ability to handle dynamic and semi-static line make it a useful and accommodating tool that 
is meant to make your hours in the tree more efficient.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
black Nylon Aluminum &  

stainless steel
150 x 80 mm 120 gr

✔	 Delivered with thread locker 
✔	 Works with ropes up to 13.5mm diameter	

✘ Not for climbing (non-PPE)

Invented by Chris Corley
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS

Despite its small size, miniME is a powerful and effective fighter, giving to some others acces-
sory carabiners a considerable thrashing. Despite being a mini clone of bigger carabiners, mini-
Me is shown to be stronger and tougher than some of its larger counterpart. Your miniMEs 
will be discreet and will carry out a multitude of missions without ever betraying you. The only 
challenge for you will be to choose the color.

✔	 Breaking strength: 4kN (407kg / 897 lbs)	
✘ Not for climbing (non-PPE)

miniME 
 STRONG. HANDY.  
 COLORFUL.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES WEIGHT
Blue, Red, Black, 
Pink, Gold, Purple

Anodised Aluminum alloy 58 x 33mm 8.7 gr

miniME 
Mini accessory carabiners made  
of anodised aluminum.
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AMBASSADOR LINE // SMART TOOLS

The rope tarp protects your rope from dirt and damage! The tarp is dirt-repellent made of du-
rable but lightweight polyamide. The grey corner loops and elastic bands make it possible to 
store the rope ends easily and to find them again immediately. With a little ingenuity, you could 
even turn it into a makeshift tent. The rope tarp comes in a small bag, so you can carry it with 
you wherever you go.

ROPE TARP 
CLEAN. DURABLE. 
HANDY.

ROPE TARP 
keeps your climbing kit  
nice and clean.
 

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
black 420D Nylon 125x125 cm
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

Mules are strong, sturdy and tough. They are the perfect beast of burden. Exactly like our new 
bag - the LAZY MULE 80L. It will be your best friend for working and travelling. Due to its flex-
ible and smart construction you can personalize it with accessories of your liking. And the best 
is: It has wheels! So you don‘t even have to carry it.

LAZY MULE 
RUGGED. SMART. 
 TWIRLING.

LAZY MULE 
Delivered with airport wheels

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
black special waterproof, 

600D/PVC+waterproof, 
600D/PU+210D/420D 
polyester lining

H= 65 cm, P= 120 cm, 80L
Excluding Apron: H= 25 cm
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

Mules are strong, sturdy and tough. They are the perfect beast of burden. Exactly like our new 
bag - the MIGHTY MULE 80L. It will carry all you need for your daily work. Due to its flexible 
and smart construction you can personalize it with accessories of your liking. At work, for 
travelling and at competitions. It‘s ready for anything that lies ahead. Everything, everywhere, 
the way you like it.

MIGHTY MULE 
RUGGED. SMART. 
FLEXIBLE.

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
black special waterproof, 

600D/PVC+waterproof, 
600D/PU+210D/420D 
polyester lining

H= 65 cm, P= 120 cm, 80L
Excluding Apron: H= 25 cm

Multiple attachment  
points

Multiple daisy chains 

Reinforced base
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

GEAR MULE is the little helper you need for your everyday tasks. Store your most important 
tools at one place and quickly grab them when you need them. It seamlessly clips to our LAZY 
and MIGHTY MULE 80l and makes them even more flexible. Equipped with handy gear clips to 
cleanly store your tools.

GEAR MULE 
CLEAN. FAST. 
EQUIPPED.

GEAR MULE 
Keeps your gear perfectly  
organized and clean
 

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
black waterproof 600D/

PVC
L= 41cm, W= 27cm, H= 15cm, 15L
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

BUCKET MULE 30L has enough space to carry all the ropes you will need for your workday. It 
fits perfectly into our LAZY and MIGHTY MULE 80l and keeps them tidy. Strong, sturdy and 
tough, like a real mule, BUCKET MULE 30L is your perfect companion for your daily challenges.

BUCKET MULE 
 TIDY. FITTING. 
 SUPPORTING.

BUCKET MULE 
really sturdy and stays upright for 

easy rope loading 

COLOR MATERIAL SIZES
black special waterproof 

600D/PVC
H= 31cm, P= 100cm, 30L
Excluding Apron: H= 19cm
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

This pair of shoulder straps completes your LAZY or MIGHTY MULE 80L. Attach them to your 
bag and make carrying your gear more comfortable.

SHOULDER  
STRAPS SOFT.  
COMFY. ERGO.

SHOULDER STRAPS
Comfortable and perfectly  
adjustable to your anatomy
 

COLOR MATERIAL
black Waterproof 600D/PU, 

Lining: 420D/210D/PU
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AMBASSADOR LINE // BAGS

The WAIST BELT completes your LAZY or MIGHTY MULE 80L. Use it together with a pair of 
SHOULDER STRAPS and comfortably carry your climbing gear. Using a WAILST BELT also 
makes carrying more ergonomical and saves your back.

 WAIST BELT 
REMOVABLE. 
ERGO. COMFY. 

WAIST BELT
Improves comfort and adds additional 

storage for personal belongings 

COLOR MATERIAL MAX. LENGHT
black Waterproof 600D/PU, 

Lining: 420D/210D/PU
160 cm
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AMBASSADOR LINE – SIZES

Arctic fleece - size chart*

S M L XL 2XL

1. Collar size 42 43 44 45 46

2. Shoulder Width 43 45 47 49 51

3. Chest size 106 110 114 118 122

4. Height 100 104 108 112 116

5. Back Length 76 77 78 79 80

6. Sleeve Length 68 69 70 71 72

7. Sleeve Width 23 24 25 26 27

8. Cuff 11 11,5 12 12,5 13
* all sizes measured in cm

SIZES THAT FIT.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

Way up light pants - size chart*

S M L XL

1. Waist diameter (relaxed) 74 80 86 92

2. Waist diameter (stretched) 83 89 95 101

3. Hip diameter 96 102 108 114

4. Thigh diameter 60,6 63,8 67 70,2

5. Stride length 82 82 82 82
* all sizes measured in cm

1 2

3

4

5

Clothing for work is often worn eight, then or twelve hours a day, which is why the size should 
not be left to chance. The size table for our clothing helps you find the right sizes for your  
perfect fit.

   WARNING!
Customers must ensure that all users are familiar with their correct use and the necessary safety precautions are carried out. Check national safety regulations, industry recommen-
dations, and standards for locally applicable requirements (e.g. choice of safety factors). TEUFELBERGER® and 拖飞宝® are internationally registered trademarks of TEUFELBERGER 
Group. Other internationally registered trademarks are: Cordura® and Coolmax® from the company Invista. Subject to technical modifications, typesetting and printing errors.
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AMBASSADOR LINE – SIZES

Fresh swell long shirt - size chart*

S M L XL

1. Collar size 96 102 108 114

2. Shoulder Width 41 43 45 47

3. Chest size 96 102 108 114

4. Hight 48 51 54 57

5. Back Length 72 74,5 77 79,5

6. Sleeve Length 67 68,5 70 71,5

7. Sleeve Width 22 23 24 25
* all sizes measured in cm

1

2

3

4

56

7

tSPIRIT - size chart*

XS S M L XL

1. Half Chest 46 49 52 55 58

2. Body Length 66 69 72 74 76

3. Sleeve Length 19,5 20,5 21,5 22,5 22,5
* all sizes measured in cm

1

2

3



TEUFELBERGER Fiber Rope GmbH
Vogelweiderstraße 50
4600 Wels, Austria
Telephone: +43 (0) 7242 413-0
mailbox@teufelberger.com

www.teufelberger.com
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